INTRODUCTORY READING FROM CYNTHIA OZICK

Our reading from Ozick for the first day of class is from *The Puttermesser Papers*. If you own a copy, you can find these passages on pages 30, 75-78.

Early in the novel, as she suffers at the hands of her bureaucratic colleagues in City Government, Ruth dreams of a better civil service.

Every day, inside the wide bleak corridors of the Municipal Building, Puttermesser dreamed an ideal Civil Service: devotion to polity, the citizen’s sweet love of the citizenry, the light rule of reason and common sense, the City as a miniature country crowded with patriots—not fools and jingoists, but patriots true and serene; humorous affection for the idiosyncrasies of one’s distinctive little homeland, each borough itself another little homeland, joy in the Bronx, elation in Queens, O happy Richmond! Children on roller skates, and over the Brooklyn Bridge the long patchwork-colored line of joggers, breathing hard above the homeland-hugging green waters.

Later, Ruth is actually elected mayor and launches her golem on the city. The next pages describe the result:

Lost wallets are daily being returned to their owners. Now it is really beginning—the money and credit cards are always intact. The golem ascends from the subway at Sixty-eighth and Lexington (this is the very corner where Puttermesser’s alma mater, Hunter High, used to stand), looking slightly larger than
the day before, but also irradiated. The subways have been 
struck by beauty. Lustrous tunnels unfold, mile after mile. 
Gangs of youths have invaded the subway yards at night and 
have washed the cars clean. The wheels and windows have been 
scrubbed by combinations of chemicals; the long seats have been 
fi[tted with velour cushions of tan and blue. Each car shines like a 
bullet. The tiles that line the stations are lakes of white; the pas-
sengers can cherish their own reflections in the walls. Every 
Thursday afternoon the youths who used to terrorize the sub-
ways put on fresh shirts and walk out into Central Park, recon-
noitering after a green space; then they dance. They have 
formed themselves into dancing clubs, and crown one another's 
heads with clover pulled up from the sweet ground. Foliage is 
browning. Thursday afternoons grow cold and dusky. But the 
youths who used to terrorize the subways are whirling in rings 
over darkening lawns.

The streets are altered into garden rows: along the curbs, 
between sidewalk and road, privet hedges shake their little 
leaves. The open sanitation carts are bright, like a string of 
scarlet chariots. They are drawn by silent horses who sniff 
among the new hedges. Flutes and clarinets announce the 
coming of the cart procession every day at noon, and children 
scramble to pick up every nub of cigarette or scrap of peel or 
paper wrapper, pressing with fistsful toward the singing flutes 
and gravely marching horses, whose pairs of high nostrils flare 
outward like trumpets.

The great cargo trucks still spill into the intersections, car-
ying bolts of cloth, oranges; fowl, refrigerators, lamps, pianos, 
cards of buttons, lettuces, boxes of cereal, jigsaw puzzles, baby 
carriages, pillowcases with peacocks imprinted on them; some 
deliver uptown, others downtown; they pant and rumble freely, 
unimpeded; buses and taxis overtake them effortlessly. Except 
for fire engines and ambulances, there are no other motored 
vehicles. Little girls dare, between buses, to jump rope in the 
middle of the street. Some roads, though, have been lushly
planted, so that lovers seek them out to hide in one another's breast. The tall grasses and young maples of the planted roads are haunted by pretzel sellers, hot-chestnut peddlers, hawkers of books in wheelbarrows. The children are often indoors after school, carpentering bookshelves. The libraries are lit all night, and the schools are thronged in the evenings by administrative assistants from the great companies, learning Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Hebrew, Korean, and Japanese. There are many gardeners now, and a hundred urban gardening academies. There is unemployment among correction officers; numbers of them take gardening jobs. No one bothers to drag the steel shutters down over storefronts after closing. The Civil Service hums. Intellect and courtliness are in the ascendency. Mayor Puttermesser has staffed the Department of Receipts and Disbursements with intelligent lawyers, both women and men, who honor due process. Turtelman and Marmel are replaced by visionary hearts. Never again will an accuser take the job of the accused, as Marmel did with Puttermesser! There is no more rapaciousness in the Bureau of Summary Sessions.

A little-known poet who specializes in terza rima is put in charge of Potter's Field. For each sad burial there, she composes a laudatory ode; even the obscure dead are not expendable or forlorn. The parks, their arbors and fields, are speckled with wide-mouthed terra-cotta urns; no one injures them. Far away in the Bronx, the grape-wreathed heads of wine gods are restored to the white stelae of the Soldiers' Monument, and the bronze angel on top of the Monument's great stone needle glistens. Nothing is broken, nothing is despoiled. No harm comes to anything or anyone. The burnt-out ruins of Brownsville and the South Bronx burst forth with spinneys of pines and thorny locusts. In their high secret pride, the slums undo themselves: stoops sparkle, new factories and stores buzz, children gaze down in gladness at shoes newly bought, still unscratched; the shoe stores give away balloons, and the balloons escape to the sky. Everywhere former louts and loiterers, muggers and
thieves, addicts and cardsharps are doing the work of the world, absorbed, transformed. The biggest City agency is what used to be called Welfare; now it is the Department of Day Play, and delivers colored pencils and finger paints and tambourines to nurseries clamorous as bee-loud glades, where pianos shake the floors, and storytellers dangle toddlers in suspense from morning to late afternoon, when their parents fetch them home to supper. Everyone is at work. Lovers apply to the City Clerk for marriage licenses. The Bureau of Venereal Disease Control has closed down. The ex-pimps are learning computer skills.